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A few years ago a certain novelist, feeling that Miss Austen’s Pride and prejudice was insufficiently sensational, added zombies to the recipe. In the book under review, Colin Adams does the same for the
zombie-apocalypse genre by adding calculus. The result is entertaining, and the examples of calculus (including pursuit problems, cooling problems, and increasingly sophisticated population growth models) are
nicely explained and relevant to the plot. In some cases, they actually further the plot, in that the results
affect decisions; in others, they are merely reassuring explanations for what is happening. There are appendices in which the technical matter is explained more fully, making it accessible to those who have forgotten
(or never known) some of the material. The prose style is much the same deadpan humor found in Adams’
columns in the Mathematical Intelligencer. The emotion is somewhat flat – nobody seems plausibly horrified
or frightened; and the ending is somewhat anticlimactic. This seems to go with the genre: truly sparkling
didactic math fiction is rare. This book is not, in my opinion, quite at the level of Martin Gardner, but a
comparison with Shasha’s very readable “Dr. Ecco” books, or D. E. Knuth’s [Surreal numbers. Reading,
MA. etc.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company (1974; Zbl 0334.00005)], might be appropriate. With books
like this, there is always the question of whether the author is “preaching to the choir.” The book was loaned
to a student now taking first-year calculus, and to a non-mathematician with a B.Sc. in physics. Both read
it in one sitting and enjoyed it. Who should get this book? University libraries, certainly. High school and
municipal libraries, probably. I imagine many mathematics instructors and students will want their own
copy. It has the right combination of interest and frivolity to make a good gift.
Robert Dawson (Halifax)
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